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Curious, experienced and motivated Building Engineer
eager to make a change
The involvement of Alfa Laval in solutions for the food industry, as well
as the Alfa Laval Innovation House, motivates me to be a part of your
company as a Building Engineer by helping the food industry with
innovative ideas, and to let food become more accessible to more
people around the globe. A journey that I would like to be a part of with
Alfa Laval.

Solid educational background with interest in design
I am a graduate MSc Petroleum Engineer from DTU, Denmark and a
Production & Management Engineer from Democritus University of
Thrace, Greece. Manufacturing and mechanical engineering, as well as
designing and automations, has fascinated me since my early years as a
student. As a result, working on mechanical structures and systems, like
vessels, pipes, agitators, and distributors sounds to me both challenging
and interesting.

Involved in mechanical engineering projects,
enthusiastic about metal processes and design
As a student, I have worked as a mechanical engineer intern in the
machinery department of Raycap S.A., Drama, Greece. As a graduate I
worked as a 3D mechanical design engineer in fuel pipeline network
construction for a project of Motor Oil Hellas tank farms in Kavala, N.
Karvali, Greece and Hellagrolip fertilizer factory using 3D designing
tools. My knowledge on machining tools, metal processes, assembling
parts and attention to details, as well as safety precautions and rules, will
help me adapt quickly to the position as a Building Engineer.


I have competences within a broad range of areas - designing vessels
and other components as well as an on-going communication with the
workshop, inspection of the manufacturing processes and
improvement of the product by discussing new ideas with your team.
My goal is to apply my engineering and communicational skills at Alfa
Laval, in order to achieve more efficient and innovative design and
manufacturing solutions in collaboration with the team.


Make a catchy headline
to attract their
attention.

Make sure that your
beginning is not like
everyone else’s. Don’t
write “I hereby apply for
the position as …….”as it
is too standardized. You
want to target your
cover letter to that
company.

Be specific and target
the company and
position. Look up the
company, their values,
what they stand for or
maybe you know
someone in the
company where you can
get some inside info.

Making a headline in
each paragraph makes it
more readable for the
person going through
your cover letter.

Write the title of the
position a couple of
times throughout your
cover letter.

A specific example of
how you can help the
company by solving a
problem.

Team player, flexible and easy adaptable
One of my key skills is that I adhere to deadlines and approach every
task with attention and a can-do attitude. During my studies, army
service and working career I had the opportunity to work both
individually and in teams and develop my team working skills, becoming
a strong team player. I believe in team mentality and can easily adapt to
any task. As a result, I would bring this attitude to Alfa Laval as an
Engineer. 


I look forward to elaborating on my application at a personal interview.


Kind Regards

Peter Johnson




End the cover letter with
an open and strong end.
Avoid words like “I hope
that you would like to
see me at a personal
interview”.

End your cover letter off
by writing a strong
sentence.


